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The clock is ticking, super changes 
are just around the corner
Case Study 1

As you may know, new superannuation rules will take effect on 1 July this year. The coming 
changes mean you only have a limited time to assess how these changes affect you. 

Find out more about the coming changes to super and what they mean for you. 

Client has not triggered the current 
$540,000 bring-forward limit

Client characteristics:

✓✓ Age:✓Under✓age✓65✓at✓1✓July✓2016

✓✓ ✓Contribution✓history:✓Annual✓NCC✓of✓<$180,000✓in✓each✓✓
of✓2014/15✓and✓2015/16

✓✓ Assets✓position:✓Up✓to✓$540,000✓available✓for✓contribution✓
to✓superannuation

Key points:

✓✓ Individuals✓aged✓64✓(or✓less)✓on✓1✓July✓2016,✓and✓who✓had✓
not✓triggered✓the✓bring-forward✓NCC✓cap✓in✓the✓preceding✓
two✓financial✓years,✓are✓eligible✓to✓trigger✓the✓3-year✓NCC✓
bring-forward✓limit✓of✓$540,000✓during✓the✓2016/17✓year.

✓✓ An✓individual✓who✓triggers✓the✓bring-forward✓rule✓on✓or✓
after✓1✓July✓2017,✓will✓be✓restricted✓to✓a✓maximum✓NCC✓
amount✓of✓$300,000.

✓✓ Given✓this✓pending✓reduction✓to✓the✓NCC✓limit,✓and✓where✓
sufficient✓assets✓are✓currently✓available,✓the✓2016/17✓
financial✓year✓represents✓an✓opportunity✓to✓contribute✓
significantly✓more✓money✓into✓superannuation✓as✓NCCs.

✓✓ By✓triggering✓and✓fully✓utilising✓the✓bring-forward✓limit✓
in✓2016/17,✓an✓individual✓will✓benefit✓from✓locking✓in✓
$540,000,✓based✓on✓the✓existing✓annual✓cap✓of✓$180,000,✓
even✓though✓the✓annual✓cap✓in✓future✓years✓will✓reduce✓
to✓$100,000.

Case study:

Facts

Claire is 63 and is planning to retire 
at age 65.

She currently has total 
superannuation assets of  
$500,000 and has $540,000 of  
non-superannuation assets that  

she is prepared to contribute to superannuation.

She has not previously made NCCs.

Analysis

Claire maximises the current NCC cap available for 
2016/17 by contributing $540,000 as an NCC by 
30 June 2017.

If she had delayed her contribution until on or after 
1 July 2017, the amount that she could have contributed 
to superannuation as an NCC would be limited to a 
maximum of $300,000.

As a result she has been able to get $240,000 more into 
superannuation.

Note: Had Claire triggered the $540,000 during 
2016/17, but not fully utilised the amount before  
1 July 2017, the amount available to be carried  
forward into future years would be subject to 
transitional rules – refer to case study on next page.
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This✓case✓study✓contains✓information✓that✓is✓general✓in✓nature.✓It✓does✓not✓take✓into✓account✓the✓objectives,✓financial✓situation✓or✓needs✓of✓any✓
particular✓person.✓You✓need✓to✓consider✓your✓financial✓situation✓and✓needs✓before✓making✓any✓decisions✓based✓on✓this✓information.✓If✓you✓decide✓
to✓purchase✓or✓vary✓a✓financial✓product,✓your✓financial✓adviser,✓AMP✓Financial✓Planning✓Pty✓Limited,✓contact✓number✓131✓267,✓and✓other✓companies✓
within✓the✓AMP✓Group✓may✓receive✓fees✓and✓other✓benefits.✓The✓fees✓will✓be✓a✓dollar✓amount✓and/or✓a✓percentage✓of✓either✓the✓premium✓you✓pay✓
or✓the✓value✓of✓your✓investments.✓Please✓contact✓us✓if✓you✓want✓more✓information.✓

This✓case✓study✓is✓illustrative✓only✓and✓is✓not✓an✓estimate✓of✓the✓investment✓returns✓you✓will✓receive✓or✓fees✓and✓costs✓you✓will✓incur.✓

This✓case✓study✓is✓based✓on✓the✓following✓assumptions:✓

✓− ✓5%✓per✓year✓rate✓of✓earnings,✓nil✓franking✓credits✓and✓no✓capital✓gains✓tax✓discount;

✓− ✓47%✓personal✓marginal✓tax✓rate✓and✓15%✓tax✓rate✓in✓superannuation✓fund;✓and

✓− ✓no✓underlying✓fees✓or✓costs✓have✓been✓considered.

It’s important you understand how these changes might affect you, speak to your adviser today. 
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